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We investigated the effects of spatial-selective attention on oscillatory neuronal dynamics in a tactile delayed-match-to-sample task.
Whole-head magnetoencephalography was recorded in healthy subjects while dot patterns were presented to their index fingers using
Braillestimulators.Thesubjects’taskwastoreportthereoccurrenceofaninitiallypresentedsamplepatterninaseriesofuptoeighttest
stimulithatwerepresentedunpredictablytotheirrightorleftindexfinger.Attentionwascuedtooneside(finger)atthebeginningofeach
trial,andsubjectsperformedthetaskattheattendedside,ignoringtheunattendedside.
Afterstimulation,high-frequencygamma-bandactivity(60–95Hz)inpresumedprimarysomatosensorycortex(S1)wasenhanced,
whereasalpha-andbeta-bandactivityweresuppressedinsomatosensoryandoccipitalareasandthenrebounded.Interestingly,despite
theabsenceofanyvisualstimulation,wealsofoundtime-lockedactivationofmedialoccipital,presumablyvisual,cortex.Mostrelevant,
spatialtactileattentionenhancedstimulus-inducedgamma-bandactivityinbrainregionsconsistentwithcontralateralS1anddeepened
andprolongedthestimulusinducedsuppressionofbeta-andalpha-bandactivity,maximalinparieto-occipitalcortex.Additionally,the
betareboundovercontralateralsensorimotorareaswassuppressed.
Wehypothesizethatspatial-selectiveattentionenhancesthesaliencyofsensoryrepresentationsbysynchronizingneuronalresponses
inearlysomatosensorycortexandtherebyenhancingtheirimpactondownstreamareasandfacilitatinginterarealprocessing.Further-
more, processing of tactile patterns also seems to recruit visual cortex and this even more so for attended compared with unattended
stimuli.
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Introduction
Early studies investigating the mechanisms of spatial-selective
attention in humans have used event-related potentials and have
found increased sensory responses to attended compared with
ignored stimuli (Groves and Eason, 1969; Hillyard et al., 1973).
These effects have been corroborated in numerous experiments
using both EEG/magnetoencephalography (MEG) and func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)/positron emission to-
mography (Brefczynski and DeYoe, 1999; Mangun et al., 2001)
and have led to the conclusion that attention enhances the
strengthoftheneuronalrepresentationsofattendedstimuli,such
that they have improved access to higher processing resources.
Experiments using single-cell recordings in monkeys have re-
vealed that multiple simultaneously presented stimuli compete
for access to higher-level processing and that this competition is
biasedinfavoroftheattendedstimulus.Morespecifically,Reyn-
olds et al. (1999) presented two stimuli within the receptive field
of a neuron in monkey area V4. When attention was directed to
oneofthestimuli,theneuronrespondedasiftherewereonlythe
attended stimulus. What mechanisms increase the efficacy of an
attended stimulus compared with an unattended stimulus?
It has been proposed recently that this modulation of input
efficacy might be accomplished by a regulation of the synchroni-
zationamongtheinvolvedneurons(Engeletal.,2001;Friesetal.,
2001a,b; Salinas and Sejnowski, 2001). Synchronous input to a
postsynaptic target neuron is known to have a greater impact
than asynchronous input. A recent study in awake trained mon-
keyshasindeedshownenhancedsynchronyofstimulus-induced
gamma-bandoscillationsinresponsetoattendedcomparedwith
unattended stimuli (Fries et al., 2001b). This is consistent with
the finding of enhanced gamma-band activity for attended stim-
ulioverparieto-occipitalelectrodesinthehumanEEG(Gruberet
al.,1999).Furthermore,ithasbeenshownthatstimulusselection
in binocular rivalry is associated with enhanced gamma-band
synchrony in primary visual cortex (Fries et al., 1997, 2002).
Much less is known about how spatial-selective attention acts
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tent finding from both animal (Hsiao et al., 1993; Burton et al.,
1997;BurtonandSinclair,2000a;Meftahetal.,2002)andhuman
studies is that attentional effects are more robustly found in sec-
ondary somatosensory cortex (S2) and only to a much lesser
degree in primary somatosensory cortex (S1) (Burton and Sin-
clair,2000b;Hoechstetteretal.,2000).Furthermore,Steinmetzet
al.(2000)recentlyfoundincreasedsynchronyofneuralresponses
in S2 when a monkey had to attend to tactile stimuli compared
with when he had to attend to visual stimuli. However, it is not
clear how results from this intermodal attention task relate to
spatial-selective tactile attention. Also, this study did not analyze
synchronizationasafunctionoffrequency,andthereforeitisnot
clear how the enhanced synchronization described there relates
to the enhanced gamma-band synchronization found with
spatial-selective visual attention (Fries et al., 2001b).
Here, we investigated the effects of tactile attention on oscil-
latory neuronal synchrony and more specifically address the
question whether spatial-selective tactile attention enhances
gamma-band activity in the human somatosensory system.
Therefore,werecordedMEGinhealthyhumansubjectsandused
mechanical Braille stimuli in a tactile delayed-match-to-sample
task.
MaterialsandMethods
Subjects. Subjects were nine adult volunteers (four males, five females;
meanSDage,25.12.7years)whowererecruitedprimarilyfromthe
Radboud University Nijmegen. All subjects provided written consent
accordingtoinstitutionalguidelinesofthelocalethicscommittee(Com-
missie Mensgebonden Onderzoek Region Arnhem-Nijmegen, The
Netherlands),werereportedtobefreeofmentalandneurologicalillness,
andwereright-handedasassessedbytheEdinburghHandednessInven-
tory (Oldfield, 1971).
Stimuli.Tactilestimuliwerepresentedtotheleftorrightindexfingers
by means of two piezoelectrical Braille stimulators (Metec, Stuttgart,
Germany)thatweredrivenusingcustom-builtelectroniccircuitry.Each
Braille stimulator had a matrix of two columns by four rows of individ-
ually controllable pins, which could be raised and lowered with a 1-ms
precision. The stimulus set consisted of five different dot patterns that
were created with the constraint that, for each pattern, four pins were
raised in clusters of at least two adjacent pins (in either horizontal or
vertical direction; for details, see Fig. 1A). Stimulation consisted of ele-
vating the pin pattern by 2 mm, holding them elevated for 500 ms
(samplestimulus)or35ms(teststimuli),andthenloweringthemagain.
Whileintheelevatedposition,thepinswerestationary.Thelowcurrents
necessary for driving piezoelectrical membranes created only small and
short-livedartifacts.Thoseartifactsoccurredattwotimes:(1)duringthe
specification of the stimulus pattern in the electronic circuit driving the
Braillecells,whichhappened100msbeforeactualstimulusdelivery;and
(2) during the actual delivery of the stimulus. These short (1 ms) arti-
facts can be seen in the time-domain averages in Figure 2. No artifacts
were measured when the stimulus remained stationary (pins either ele-
vated or lowered).
Task. The task was a spatial-selective tactile delayed-match-to-sample
task that subjects performed while continuously fixating a central fixa-
tion cross. The temporal structure of the task is outlined in Figure 1B.
Each trial started with the presentation of the tactile sample stimulus
(selectedrandomlyfromthestimulussetforeachtrial)tobothfingersfor
500ms.Twohundredmillisecondsaftersampleoffset,avisualarrowwas
foveally presented for 500 ms and cued spatial-selective attention to ei-
ther the right or left index finger. After the offset of the cue, there was no
change in visual stimulation anymore (only stationary fixation cross).
Onesecondaftertheoffsetofthevisualcue,thepresentationofaseriesof
up to eight test stimuli was started, and these stimuli were delivered
unpredictably to either the right or the left index finger. The test stimuli
were chosen randomly out of the set of five dot patterns (see above) and
were presented each for 35 ms, and stimulus onsets were separated by
1000 ms. Short presentation time was chosen for several reasons: (1) to
prevent subjects from making exploratory finger movements that might
have confounded the attentional effects; (2) to avoid a separate off re-
sponseduringstimulusprocessing;and(3)toincreasetaskdifficultyand
forcesubjectstoreallyattendtotheprecuedfinger.Thesubjects’taskwas
to press a button lying between both hands with both thumbs as soon as
theyrecognizedtheoccurrenceofatarget(i.e.,thesamplepattern)onthe
precued (attended) side. The button was constructed such that it only
counted the response when pressed with both hands. No button should
be pressed when a sample pattern was presented on the uncued (unat-
tended) side. The trial stopped after presentation of a target, after the
subject had pressed the button erroneously, or after eight stimuli had
been presented. In 25% of the trials, no target was presented. Subjects
were given feedback about the correctness of their behavior at the end of
each trial. We restricted our analysis to correctly rejected nonsample
patterns and therefore stimuli to which no motor response was given.
Procedure. After subjects were seated comfortably, electrodes and lo-
calization coils were attached (see below). Before the recording session,
each pattern was presented 10 times in pseudorandom order to both the
leftandrightindexfingertofamiliarizethesubjectwiththestimuli.Aset
of two experimental blocks with 16 trials each was given for training
purposes. Throughout the recording session, auditory white noise was
presented to the subjects through pneumatic earphones to mask the
sound generated by the Braille cells.
Therecordingsessionconsistedof16blocksof16trialseach,resulting
in1hofrecordingtime.Aftertherecordingsession,structuralMRIsof
each individual subject were made on a 1.5 T Siemens Sonata scanner
(Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) using a standard T1-weighted sequence
to enable reconstruction of each subjects head shape for the later de-
scribed interpolation and source reconstruction procedures.
MEG recordings. Neuromagnetic activity was recorded using the
whole-head 151 channel axial-gradiometer MEG system (Omega 2000;
CTF Systems, Port Coquitlam, British Columbia, Canada) at the F. C.
Donders Centre for Cognitive Neuroimaging. In addition, the electro-
cardiogram and vertical and horizontal electrooculograms (EOGs) were
recorded through appropriate bipolar montages. The subject’s head po-
sition relative to the MEG sensors was measured at the beginning and at
the end of the session using three magnetic coils. One such coil was
placed on the nasion. The other two coils were mounted onto the ear-
pieces that held the tubes for pneumatic auditory stimulation such that
thetubesranthroughthemiddleofthemagneticcoils.Duringthestruc-
tural MRI scans, we used the same ear pieces but then with short tubes
that contained a drop of vitamin E in place of the coils. This procedure
allowedpreciseandreliablecoregistrationoftheMEGandtheMRIdata.
MEG data were low-pass filtered at 300 Hz and sampled continuously at
a rate of 1200 Hz.
Dataanalysis.DatawereanalyzedusingtheFieldtripsoftwarepackage
(http://www.ru.nl/fcdonders/fieldtrip/), a Matlab-based toolbox for the
Figure1. Thespatial-selectivedelayed-match-to-sampletask.A,TheBraillepatternsused.
B,Anexamplesequenceisshownwiththetimingofsample,cue,andtestpresentationsandof
theresponse.Sequencescouldhaveanylengthbetweenoneandeightteststimuli.
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group. Data were checked for artifacts using a semiautomatic routine
that helped detecting and rejecting eye blinks, muscle artifacts, and
jumps in the MEG signal caused by the SQUID electronics. For each of
these artifacts, an appropriate metric with specific sensitivity for the re-
spectiveartifactwascomputed,andarejectionthresholdwasdetermined
empirically. This was done separately for each subject, but subsequently,
artifact rejection parameters for a given subject were fixed and applied
automatically to its entire dataset. Adjustments to individual subjects’
dataarenecessarybecauseofdifferencesinnoiselevelsandinthesignal-
to-noise ratio of the EOG recordings.
The power-line artifact was removed using the following procedure.
All signals had been recorded continuously for the entire duration of the
recording session. For each time epoch of interest (and each recording
channel),wefirsttooka10sepochoutofthecontinuoussignalwiththe
epoch of interest in the middle. We then calculated the discrete Fourier
transform (DFT) of the 10 s epoch at 50, 100, and 150 Hz without any
tapering. Because the power-line artifact is of a perfectly constant fre-
quency, the 10 s epoch contains integer cycles of the artifact frequencies,
and all of the artifact energy is contained in those DFTs. We then con-
structed50,100,and150Hzsinewaveswiththeamplitudesandphasesas
estimated by the respective DFTs and subtracted those sine waves from
the 10 s epoch. The epoch of interest was then cut out of the cleaned 10 s
epoch. Power spectra of the cleaned 10 s epochs demonstrated that all
artifact energy was eliminated, leaving a notch of a bin width of 0.1 Hz
(equivalent to 1⁄10 s). The actual spectral analysis used the multi-taper
method, with a spectral smoothing of 2.5 Hz for the lower-frequency
range and 10 Hz for the higher-frequency range. Thus, the notch typ-
ically became invisible.
The artifact-free data were interpolated to a common sensor array
template using a minimum-norm projection method (Kno ¨sche, 2002).
Subsequently,planargradientsoftheMEGfielddistributionwerecalcu-
lated using a nearest-neighbor method comparable with the method
described by Bastiaansen and Kno ¨sche (2000).
Spectral analysis. We performed time-resolved spectral analyses using
the multi-taper method, which offers optimal spectral concentration
(similar to spectral smoothing) over the frequency range of interest, i.e.,
it allows to trade resolution in the frequency domain for reduced vari-
ance (Mitra and Pesaran, 1999). Two frequency ranges were analyzed
separately with different window lengths and spectral concentrations.
Thelower-frequencybandrangedfrom5to40Hzandwasanalyzedwith
awindowlengthof400msandaspectralconcentrationof2.5Hz.The
higher-frequency band ranged from 40 to 180 Hz and was analyzed with
a window length of 200 ms and a spectral concentration of 10 Hz.
Power spectra were separately computed for the horizontal and verti-
cal planar gradients, and the resultant vector length of both was com-
puted to obtain the power at that sensor location regardless of the orien-
tationofthegradient.Thevarianceofthepowerineachtime–frequency
bin was estimated using a jackknife procedure (Efron and Tibshirani,
1993). Subsequently, t statistics were calculated between all time–fre-
quency bins and a common baseline (effective time windows, 400 to 0
ms for low frequencies and 250 to 0 ms for high frequencies). The
resulting t values were transformed into z scores, averaged over local
sensor groups, and pooled across subjects using the following formula:
z 
1
N
i1
N
zi,
with zi being the z score of the ith subject.
Those grand-average time–frequency z images showed clear spectral
components and allowed the definition of time–frequency windows of
interest. To test the statistical significance of the effects of attention on
the power in the different time–frequency windows of interest, the Fou-
riertransformwascalculatedusingthemulti-tapermethodwiththetime
windows and spectral concentrations set to the respective time–fre-
quencywindowofinterest.Foreachsubject,azscorewasdeterminedin
thesamemannerasforthetime–frequencyanalysis.Tocomparethetwo
attention conditions, a paired t test was performed between the z scores
of all subjects. The z scores are well normalized for intrasubject variance
and therefore can be better compared across subjects than differences in
absolute power.
Toexaminethephaserelationofthemeasuredoscillationstotheonset
of the stimulus, we repeated the same time–frequency analysis on the
(non-bandpassfiltered)evokedfields(seedescriptionbelow).Addition-
ally, we calculated the time-resolved phase-locking factor by doing a
time–frequency analysis with the same settings as described above, but
followed by normalizing the complex Fourier spectra on each trial by
their vector length and averaging those unit-length vectors across trials
(Lachaux et al., 1999).
Source analysis. For the reconstruction of the neuronal sources of the
spectral components that showed a statistically significant effect of stim-
ulation or attention, we used an adaptive spatial filtering technique
(Gross et al., 2001). Each subject’s brain volume was divided into a reg-
ular 8 mm grid, and, for each grid location, a spatial filter was con-
structed. This filter has the property that it passes activity from the loca-
tionofinterestwithunitgainbutsuppressesallotheractivity.Thespatial
filter w(r,f) is calculated according to the following formula:
wr, f   LrC f     I
1Lr
1LrC f     I
1,
where L(r) is the forward model (lead-field matrix) at the location r of
interest, C( f) is the cross-spectral density (CSD) matrix between all
MEGsignalsatthefrequencyf,andistheregularizationparameter.To
computethelead-fieldmatrix,weusedamultispheremodelinwhich,for
each sensor, a sphere was fitted to the head surface underneath that
sensor.Theheadshapewasderivedfromeachindividualsubject’sstruc-
tural MRI and aligned to the MEG data.
To optimally capture the effect of interest, a time–frequency window
wasspecifiedindividuallyforeachsubjectbasedonthestimulus-induced
power changes. A window of the same extent in time and frequency was
also placed into the baseline period. For some of the source analyses,
individualsubjectswereexcludedbecauseitwaseitherimpossibletofind
a proper baseline or because the signal-to-noise ratio was not sufficient.
ThiswillbedescribedindetailinResults.TheCSDmatrixwascalculated
directly for the entire time window of interest using multi-tapers. Noise
in the CSD estimate was minimized by choosing one frequency bin and
adjustingthenumberoftapers(andtherebyintegrationinthefrequency
domain) such that the entire frequency range of interest was captured.
The time windows were chosen to represent an integer number of cycles
of an oscillation of the center frequency, and the spectral concentration
was chosen to be an integer multiple of the Rayleigh frequency of the
selected window length.
Consecutively, the power p was estimated for each grid location r and
separately for the two conditions that were compared (stimulus effect:
baseline and stimulation; attention effect: attended and nonattended)
according to the following formula:
pr, f   wr, f C f w*r, f .
To quantify the effects of tactile stimulation and tactile attention on
oscillatory activity, we computed a voxel-wise t statistic. To this end, the
cross-spectral density matrices were calculated for each single trial and
then jackknife averaged. The spatial filter was constructed for each indi-
vidual jackknife subsample, resulting in an estimate of the mean and the
variance of power at each grid location and for each condition. A t sta-
tistic was then determined for the difference in power between the re-
spective conditions. The t values were subsequently z transformed. To
analyze the effect of stimulation, we chose, for each spectral component
separately, the attention condition that provided the highest signal-to-
noise ratio. Because for one comparison (effect of attention on alpha
activity),thebaselinelevelsweresystematicallydifferentfortheattended
compared with the unattended condition, we used for this comparison
not a simple t test but the following contrast: (AttendedPostStim  At-
tendedPreStim)  (UnattendedPostStim  UnattendedPreStim).
Using SPM2 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm), the individual ana-
tomical MRIs and the corresponding statistical maps were spatially nor-
malized toward the International Consortium for Brain Mapping tem-
plate(MontrealNeurologicalInstitute,Montreal,Quebec,Canada).The
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pooled to obtain a fixed-effect statistic using the same formula as for the
sensor data.
Additionally, we performed a source reconstruction of the first two
peaksofthesomatosensory-evokedfieldtoinvestigatetheoverlapofthe
frequency domain results with those of the well described generators of
early evoked activity. To this end, we also used an adaptive spatial-
filteringapproach,similartotheonedescribedabove,butwiththecross-
spectral density matrix replaced by its time-domain equivalent, the co-
variance matrix between all MEG signals (Van Veen et al., 1997). This
was done separately for a prestimulus and a poststimulus time window,
and subsequently, the same statistical and cross-subject pooling proce-
dures were applied as for the frequency domain data.
Time-domain analysis. The same artifact-corrected raw data as used
forthespectralanalysiswerelow-passfiltered(cutofffrequencysetto40
Hz), jackknife averaged, and baseline corrected (baseline from 100 ms
to stimulus onset), interpolated to the common sensor array and planar
gradiometer transformed. The obtained realigned planar gradients were
thengrandaveragedtoobtaintheaveragetopographies.Thesubsequent
analysis proceeded similarly to that of the spectral analysis: mean and
variance were estimated based on the jackknife repetitions, and subse-
quently,atstatisticwascalculatedforthedifferencebetweeneachsample
measured after stimulus onset and the mean amplitude during the base-
line period. The t values were then z transformed and pooled across
subjects. Finally, the time courses for the attended and unattended con-
ditions were subjected to a paired t test to test for statistically significant
differences between the conditions. However, because an analysis of
time-locked effects was not the focus of the present work, we only tested
for the presence of such effects.
Results
Behavioral results
Subjects performed the task at high accu-
racylevelsandcategorizedbetween77and
94% of all stimuli correctly (mean  SD,
89  5.9%). Mean reaction times to the
match stimuli were 505  59 ms for right-
handstimulationand51863msforleft-
hand stimulation.
Effectsoftactilestimulationinthe
time domain
Figure 2 shows the time courses and aver-
aged topographies of the planar gradient-
evokedfields.Themagnitudeoftheplanar
gradientscanonlytakepositivevaluesand
therefore relates to the absolute dipole
moment independent of the dipole orien-
tation.Theplanargradientisusuallymax-
imal for sensors directly overlying the cor-
tical sources and therefore provides a
rough estimate of the underlying source
distribution (Bastiaansen and Kno ¨sche,
2000). Also, compared with axial gradi-
ents, the use of planar gradients is benefi-
cial when grand averaging across subjects,
because it minimizes the risk of cancella-
tion as a result of interindividual differ-
ences in dipole orientation. Topographies
show the grand average of the planar gra-
dients,andtimecoursesshowthepooledz
scores of the deviation of the signal from
baseline. The two small peaks at stimulus
onset and 100 ms before stimulus onset
that can be seen in some of the time
courses reflect small artifacts originating
from the Braille stimulators (see Materials
and Methods).
Consistent with previous human electrophysiological studies
usingmechanicaltactilestimulation,afirstbrainresponse(M50)
peaked 50 ms after stimulus onset in sensors overlying S1 con-
tralateral to the stimulated finger. Source analysis localized this
effect into contralateral sensorimotor cortex (supplemental Fig.
1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). It is
well established that the M50 response originates from Brod-
mann area 3b (Elbert et al.,1995; Simo ˜es et al., 2001; Braun et al.,
2002).Approximately30mslater,anadditionalmorelateralized
field pattern became visible. The lateral region corresponds well
to the known location of S2. This field topography is in good
correspondence with several previous reports (Simo ˜es et al.,
2003; Palva et al., 2005) that have shown distinct and clearly
separable topographies for S1 and S2 on the planar gradient
representation.
From 120 ms after stimulus onset, neuromagnetic activity
becomes increasingly bilateral over somatosensory areas and ex-
tends over primarily lateral parietal regions. This topography
with two bilateral peaks is sustained over several hundred
milliseconds.
Starting from 300 ms after stimulus onset, a new cluster of
activity in sensors overlying medial occipital cortex emerged. As
can be seen in Figure 2, the time courses of the evoked fields
measured by these sensors appear to be primarily independent
Figure2. Planargradientsofevokedfields(fordetails,seeMaterialsandMethods).Leftcolumn,Timecoursesofactivityfor
left-handstimulationinindividualsensorsasmarkedinthetopographiesinthemiddlecolumn.Stimulusonsetisat0s.Blue
tracesarefortheunattendedstimuli,andredtracesarefortheattendedstimuli.Shownarezscoresindicatingthedeviationfrom
baselinelevel.Middlecolumn,Grand-averagedtopographiesduringepochsofinterestforleft-andright-handstimulation(left
andrightpanels,respectively).Rightcolumn,Timecoursesofindividualsensorsforstimulationoftherighthandforattended
(blue)andunattended(red)stimuli(zscores).
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more posterior parietal cortex. This sug-
gests that the signal measured here is not
an effect of sensors picking up activity
from remote sources (known as common
pickup problem) but reflects activity from
occipital cortex. Nevertheless, there are
other source configurations possible that
could produce such a pattern, with the
sources not being located in occipital re-
gions. However, in Figure 3, we provide
evidence that these signals originate most
likely from the medial occipital region.
Figure 3, A and B, shows the averaged to-
pography in a single subject over the pe-
riodfrom350to600msinbothplanar(A)
and axial (B) gradiometer representation,
respectively. The local occipital maximum
in the planar gradient fields (Fig. 3A) cor-
respondstothecleardipolarpatterninthe
axial gradient fields and thus originates
from a medial occipital region (Fig. 3B).
Furthermore, in Figure 3C, we show the
correlation coefficient computed on the
time courses in the time interval between
350 and 600 ms of axial gradiometer sig-
nals of the sensor marked in black with
those of all other sensors. The strong neg-
ative correlation of the positive (blue) side
lobe with the marked sensor lying in the
center of the negative side lobe, suggesting
its antiphase, are strong evidence that this
field pattern indeed constitutes a dipolar
source located in medial occipital cortex.
Time courses of evoked fields differed
between the attended and unattended
condition. The earliest significant differences were found 130
ms after stimulus onset. However, effects of attention on time-
locked activity in the somatosensory system have been described
in several previous publications (Hoechstetter et al., 2000; Eimer
and Forster, 2003). Because the focus of this study is on oscilla-
tory neuronal synchronization, we will not describe in greater
detail attention effects on time-locked activity.
Effectsoftactilestimulationinthefrequency domain
Inthissection,allfigureswilldisplayzscoresthatresultfromthe
statistical comparison between stimulation and baseline as com-
puted for each time–frequency bin and cumulated across sub-
jects. Because the topographies of frequency-domain effects for
left and right finger stimulation were highly symmetrical, the
time–frequencyrepresentations(TFRs)showninthissectionare
pooled statistics from left- and right-hand stimulation (against
baseline), computed on a selection of sensors (marked in black)
overlying the cortex contralateral to the respective side of stimu-
lation (for details, see Fig. 4).
Tactile stimulation resulted in an enhancement of activity in
the gamma-frequency range accompanied by a widespread sup-
pression of low-frequency activity, which then rebounded. We
will start with the description of the results of the analysis for the
high frequencies. The TFRs in Figure 4 show the effect of stimu-
lation from sensors overlying the contralateral somatosensory
cortex for each stimulation side. Figure 4A shows the results for
theunattendedstimulusandFigure4Bfortheattendedstimulus.
In both conditions, there is an early increase of gamma power
lasting until 200 ms for unattended stimuli and until 500 ms
for attended stimuli, respectively. This effect is concentrated in
thefrequencyrangebetween60and95Hz,aspectralpatternthat
resembles the pattern known from studies in the visual system.
TheTFRofevokedfieldsdidnotshowsuchapatternandneither
did the phase-locking factor (data not shown). Therefore, this
enhancement of gamma power is primarily non-phase locked to
thestimulus.Despitethesubstantiallylowersignalamplitudefor
higher frequencies, the effect is very consistent and statistically
significant. The strong modulations visible in Figure 4, A and B,
at 40 Hz correspond to spectral components that peak at 20
Hz but that become visible at higher frequencies because of their
broadband nature and the relatively large spectral concentration
(10 Hz) used to optimally study the gamma-band activity. The
topographies of the stimulus induced gamma-band activity are
shown separately for stimulation of the left finger (Fig. 4C) and
the right finger (Fig. 4D). Stimulation of the right finger resulted
in an increased gamma-band power in sensors covering early
somatosensory cortex over the left hemisphere. When the left
finger was stimulated, gamma-band activation peaked over right
somatosensory cortex, and there was some additional ipsilateral
activation. The maxima of the gamma-band enhancements were
localized in the same planar gradiometers as the medial evoked
field components between 40 and 100 ms after stimulus for both
stimulation sides. Whether this difference between the effects of
right and left finger stimulation is systematic and potentially at-
Figure 3. A, Topography of the planar gradiometer representation of evoked fields of one example subject in the window
between 350 and 600 ms after stimulus onset. B, Topography of the axial gradiometer representation of the same data. C,
CorrelationcoefficientofallsensorswiththesensormarkedwithablackdotinB.
Figure4. A,B,Time–frequencyresolvedpowerchangeafterstimulationcomparedwithbaseline,calculatedseparatelyfor
unattendedandattendedstimuliovercombinedsomatosensorychannelsasmarkedinthetopographiestotheleftandtothe
right(C,D).C,Topographyofstimulus-inducedpowerchangeforleftfingerstimulationinthetime–frequencywindowasmarked
inB.D,Topographyofstimulus-inducedpowerchangeforrightfingerstimulationinthesametime–frequencywindow.Alldata
areshowninplanargradients.
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Source analysis (z scores pooled across eight subjects; for details,
see Materials and Methods; one subject was excluded from this
analysis because of very low signal-to-noise ratio) revealed one
stronglydominantspatialpeakofgamma-bandactivationwitha
location consistent with primary sensorimotor cortex contralat-
eral to the side of stimulation (Fig. 5). This is symmetrically the
case for stimulation of both sides. Similar to the sensor level
topography,therewasanadditionalipsilateralactivationforleft-
hand stimulation.
Theresultingsourcelocationishighlysimilartotheoneofthe
M50, which is known to originate from S1. Thus, the source
analysissuggestsanoriginofthegamma-bandactivityinprimary
somatosensory cortex. However, the spatial precision of source
estimation from MEG data are limited in general and in particu-
lar for signals with a moderate to small signal-to-noise ratio as is
thecaseforthegamma-bandactivitydescribedhere.Sourceanal-
ysis alone can in this case not differentiate between different
neighboring cortical areas. Beyond spatial location, dipolar
sources have another distinguishing feature, namely their orien-
tation. The orientation of a dipole can be directly appreciated
from the axial gradiometer topography. We therefore aimed at
comparing the axial gradient field topographies of the induced
gamma-band activity and of the M50 for an individual subject.
Because the signal-to-noise ratio at the single-subject level was
not sufficient to do this with the delayed-match-to-sample para-
digm,weperformedanadditionalmeasurement.Intwoseparate
sessions with one subject, we applied 1000 stimuli each, to
either the right or the left index finger. There was no behavioral
taskorresponsetominimizethepotentialforanymotorcortical
activity.Furthermore,stimulusdurationwasextendedto300ms
such that the Braille stimulator operated at its full stimulus am-
plitude. In Figure 6, A and B, we show the axial gradiometer
topographies of the M50 component of the evoked field. In Fig-
ure 6, C and D, we show the topographies of the mechanical
stimulation-related gamma-band activity. The topographies of
theM50andofthegamma-bandactivitiesforagivenstimulation
sidearestrikinglysimilarinbothpositionanddipoleorientation.
This is strong evidence that the gamma-band activity originates
fromthesamesourceastheM50,i.e.,theprimarysomatosensory
cortex.
Also, functional considerations suggest that the observed
gamma-band activity originates from somatosensory cortex and
in particular is not motor related. (1) We only analyzed trials in
which no motor response was given. (2) The observed stimulus-
related gamma-band activity started 50 ms, and its attentional
enhancement (see below) commenced 100 ms after stimulus
onset. Both effects are therefore substantially earlier than the av-
erage behavioral response latencies to target stimuli, which was
500 ms. Indeed, at the latencies of behavioral responses to tar-
get stimuli, the attentional gamma-band enhancement to non-
target stimuli had already ended. (3) The behavioral response to
the target was given with both hands, but the sources of gamma-
band activity showed a strong contralateral dominance.
The most prominent effect of tactile stimulation was a large
suppression of low-frequency oscillatory activity (mu and beta
band)rangingfrom7Hzupto40Hz.Thiseffectwasevident
in numerous sensors covering a large area of cortex (Fig. 7C,E).
The TFRs for the low frequencies are shown in Figure 7 for the
sensors overlying contralateral somatosensory cortex and Figure
10 for sensors overlying contralateral occipital cortex (in both
cases, again pooled for both stimulation sides). Despite the
broadness of the effect, both spatially and spectrally, it had a
distinct spatiospectral structure. Low-frequency suppression or
desynchronization has a maximum over contralateral somato-
sensory cortex (Fig. 7C,E) and a spectral peak at 20 Hz. The
suppression in the beta band has an early onset, which, however,
ishardtodetermineexactlygiventhelowtemporalresolutionfor
lower frequencies and the overlapping effects of successive stim-
uli occurring in close temporal proximity. Suppression reaches
itsmaximumafter250msandlastsuntil400msafterstimulus
onset (for detailed time courses, see Fig. 12). Note that there is a
shift toward lower frequencies over time.
The source reconstruction for the beta suppression (Fig. 8)
(comparison: stimulation of unattended finger with baseline;
three subjects excluded because of nonstationary baseline) con-
firmsthelocalizationofthiseffecttoprimarysensorimotorareas
with a strong contralateral bias. This is consistent with reports
frompreviousstudies(Croneetal.,1998;Nikoulineetal.,2000).
Suppression of mu and beta activity was followed by a re-
Figure5. Sourceanalysisofthegammaresponseasaneffectofstimulationversusbaseline.
Stimulation of the left finger resulted in activation of regions corresponding to right primary
somatosensorycortex(right)andviceversa(left).L,Left;R,right.
Figure 6. A, B, Topography of the squared M50 component, the first peak of the evoked
field,50msafterstimulusonset.Theevokedfieldwassquaredtoallowbettercomparisonwith
the frequency-domain results, because power is also a squared amplitude value. C, D, Axial
gradiometertopographiesofthegamma-bandenhancementafterleftandrightfingerstimu-
lation.ShownarezvaluesbetweenpoststimulusandbaselineperiodsasinFigure4.
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15 to 40 Hz (and thus extending well
intotheclassicalgammarange)andlasting
until the onset of the next stimulus. The
topographyshowsthattheeffectispresent
over bilateral somatosensory/sensorimo-
tor regions (Fig. 7D,F), with a weak em-
phasis over the hemisphere ipsilateral to
the side of stimulation. Source analysis
(Fig. 9; comparison: stimulation of unat-
tended finger with baseline; one subject
excluded because of nonstationary base-
line) revealed a bilateral activation pattern
over sensorimotor regions.
Suppression of beta and alpha/mu ac-
tivity, although being maximal in somato-
sensory cortex, extends into bilateral oc-
cipital regions. The suppression in
occipitalcortexrangesfrom7.5to30Hz
and from 150 to 400 ms in the unat-
tended and from 150 to 600 ms in the attended condition (for
details, see Fig. 10A,B). Note that the topographies in Figure 9
show attention effects, not stimulation effects. Albeit there are
similarities of this posterior effect with the suppression over so-
matosensory areas, the pattern is clearly different with respect to
the spectrotemporal dynamics. For the occipital sensors, the
spectraldistributionhastwopeaksat10and18Hz,incontrastto
oneverybroaddistributioninthesomatosensorysystem.Also,in
occipital sensors, the effect appears to be stronger in the alpha
range compared with the beta range. Besides that, in occipital
sensors, alpha/beta suppression is particularly strong for at-
tended stimuli and much less prominent for unattended stimuli.
Source analysis of the stimulus induced suppression of alpha-
band activity (Fig. 11) (comparison: stimulation of attended fin-
ger with baseline; one subject excluded because of a nonstation-
ary baseline) reveals extended regions of parietal and parieto-
occipital cortex to be involved. Although the suppression is
bilateral, it has a maximum over the hemisphere contralateral to
the side of stimulation.
Thus, tactile stimulation results in a combined enhancement
of high-frequency oscillations and suppression of low-frequency
oscillations in somatosensory cortex. The topographies of high-
and low-frequency modulations are different in the sense that
high-frequency modulations have a more distinct spatial distri-
bution,areevidentinsensorsoverlyingslightlymoremedialcor-
tical areas, and are, at least for the right stimulation side, strictly
contralateral.Suppressionoflowerfrequencies,incontrast,show
a spatially more widespread and bilateral topography, the maxi-
mal effect here being located in slightly more lateral somatosen-
sory/sensorimotor cortex. This is followed by a rebound over
bilateral sensorimotor cortex. Furthermore, tactile stimulation
resulted in a suppression of low-frequency activity over occipital
areas.
Effectsofspatialtactileattentioninthefrequency domain
As could already be seen from the figures in the last paragraph,
attention modulates oscillations in several frequency bands in
different anatomical locations. The most prominent attentional
effect in the somatosensory system is the enhancement and pro-
longation of induced gamma oscillations in contralateral so-
matosensorycortex.TheleftcolumnofFigure12showsthetime
coursesofthepowerchangesinthefrequencybandsofinterestin
more detail, separately for the left and right finger stimulation,
averaged over those sensors marked in the respective topogra-
phies in Figures 4, 7, and 10. To show the consistency of the
effects,therightcolumnofFigure12showsscatterplotsofpower
changes after stimulation in individual subjects in the time–fre-
quency windows and sensors as marked in the respective figures
(Figs.4,7,10).Powerchangesforattendedstimuliareplottedon
the y-axis, power changes for unattended stimuli are plotted on
Figure9. Sourceanalysisofbeta-reboundasaneffectofstimulationversusbaseline.Stim-
ulationofeitherfingerresultedinbilateralreboundinsensorimotorareaswithaslightdomi-
nanceovertherighthemisphere.L,Left;R,right.
Figure7. A,B,Time–frequencyresolvedpowerchangeafterstimulationcomparedwithbaseline,calculatedseparatelyfor
unattendedandattendedstimuliovercombinedsomatosensorychannelsasmarkedinthetopographiestotheleftandtothe
right(C–F).C,Topographyofbetasuppressionforleftfingerstimulation.Averagedovertheearly(0.1–0.4s)time–frequency
window as marked in A. D, Topography (planar gradients) of beta rebound for left finger stimulation. Averaged over the late
(0.5–0.8 s) time–frequency window as marked in A. E, F, Topographies of beta suppression and rebound, respectively, for
right-handstimulation.Sametime–frequencywindowsasinCandD,respectively.Alldataareshowninplanargradients.
Figure 8. Source analysis of beta suppression as an effect of stimulation versus baseline.
Stimulation of the left finger resulted in suppression of beta-band activity in regions corre-
spondingtorightprimarysensorimotorcortex(left)andviceversa(right).L,Left;R,right.
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indicateanincreaseofpowerfortheattendedcomparedwiththe
unattended stimuli, whereas values in the field right below the
diagonal mean a decrease. Please note that the same time–fre-
quency window and group of sensors was used for all subjects,
and, because both the spectrotemporal and spatial pattern of
these effects vary across subjects, this will underestimate the true
strength of the effect of tactile stimulation.
Gamma-frequency oscillations (60–95 Hz) to attended stim-
uli,althoughhavingthesameonsetasfortheunattendedstimuli,
continued to rise further when, 100 ms after stimulus onset,
power started to decrease again after presentation of an unat-
tended stimulus. This was consistently the case for left and right
finger stimulation, and gamma power was then substantially en-
hancedinawindowrangingfrom100to500msafterstimulus
onset(Fig.12).Thestatisticalcomparison(pairedttest)overthe
time—frequency window from 50 to 400 ms and 60 to 95 Hz
revealed the significance of this effect (t  1.86 and t  2.75, p 	
0.05,forrightandleft-handstimulation,respectively),andthisis
also evident from the two scatter plots in the top right panel: all
but one of the subjects show the effect consistently for left and
right finger stimulation. The source analysis for the effect of at-
tention on gamma-band activity (Fig. 13) revealed that the loca-
tion of this attention effect colocalizes with the respective stimu-
lation effect. This held for both stimulation sides, representing
independent datasets. Thus, we conclude that attention consis-
tently enhances gamma oscillations over
contralateral primary somatosensory
cortex.
Equivalent tests were performed for all
frequency bands and time windows de-
scribed in the last section. The attention
contrast for the suppression of the mu
rhythm, which was performed over a win-
dow from 0.2 to 0.6 s and from 7.5 to 12.5
Hzdidnotrevealanysignificantdifference
(t  0.58 and 1.46, p  0.05 for right
and left hand, respectively). The results of
thestatisticalcomparisonforthebetasup-
pression were more complicated. At first
glance, the beta suppression appeared to
besignificantlyreducedforattendedstim-
uli(time-andfrequency-rangetested:0.1–
0.4 s and 13.5–26.5 Hz; t  1.98 and t 
3.94; p 	 0.05 and p 	 0.01 for right and left hand, respectively).
However, this difference is mainly attributable to the interaction
of two effects: (1) the beta rebound lasted longer than the inter-
stimulus interval, and (2) the beta rebound was reduced con-
tralateraltotheattendedside(seebelow).Asaresultofthosetwo
effects, the prestimulus baseline in the beta band was reduced
contralateral to the attended side (t  2.58 and t  2.34, p 	
0.05 for right and left hand). This reduced baseline explained the
described apparent reduction in the beta decrease after stimula-
tion. Therefore, we did a separate analysis in which only the data
fromthefirstteststimuluspresentation(whichwasnotimmedi-
ately preceded by a tactile stimulus and thus had a stationary
baseline) was included. In this analysis, there was no significant
attention effect for the beta and mu suppression (t  1.01 and
t  0.91, p  0.1 for beta band; and t  0.53 and t  0.28,
p0.1formuband,valuesforrightandlefthand,respectively).
In Figure 12, we show the time courses for the somatosensory
beta band from the analysis that was restricted to the data from
the first stimulus presentation and provide the time courses of
betapowerforallteststimuliinsupplementalFigure2(available
atwww.jneurosci.orgassupplementalmaterial).Althoughatten-
tion did not affect the beta decrease, it resulted in a robust delay
andsuppressionofthebetareboundselectivelyovercontralateral
somatosensory cortex. This suppression of the beta rebound was
found in both analyses, the one calculated over the data only
involving the first test stimulus as well as the one that was done
across all. Statistics were computed for the window from 13.5 to
26.5 Hz and from 0.5 to 0.8 s after stimulus onset. The effect was
significant for both the left and the right stimulation side (t 
1.88 and t  1.88; p 	 0.05). The scatter plot in the second
rowofFigure12showsthatthiseffectisalsoquiteconsistentover
individual subjects. Source analysis of the attentional effect (Fig.
14) shows that, whereas the beta rebound itself had a bilateral
topography, the attentional suppression of the beta rebound is
primarilyrestrictedtothehemispherecontralateraltothesideof
stimulation and covers a large portion of the sensorimotor strip.
Finally, attention deepened the suppression of alpha and beta
poweroveroccipitalsensors.Theeffectwasmaximaloveroccip-
italcortexasdisplayedinthetopographiesofFigure10,CandD.
Note that these topographies, unlike those in Figures 4 and 7, do
notshowthestimulationeffectbutshowthestatisticaldifference
(z value) between attended and unattended conditions in the
time–frequency window, as indicated in Figure 10B. Although
thestimulus-inducedsuppressionwasmaximaloversomatosen-
sory cortex (similar topographies as in Fig. 7C,E), the effect of
Figure10. A,B,Time–frequencyresolvedpowerchangeafterstimulationcomparedwithbaselinecalculatedseparatelyfor
unattendedandattendedstimuliovercombinedoccipitalchannelsasmarkedinthetopographiestotheleftandtotheright(C,
D).C,Topographyoftheattentionaleffectonalphasuppressioninthemarkedtime–frequencywindow.Notethatthisisdifferent
fromthepreviousfiguresinwhichstimulationeffectswereshown.D,Topographyoftheattentionaleffectonalphasuppression
inthemarkedtime–frequencywindow.Alldataareshowninplanargradients.
Figure11. Sourceanalysisofalphasuppressionasaneffectofstimulationversusbaseline.
Stimulationofeitherfingerresultedinbilateralsuppressionofalpha-bandactivityinparieto-
occipitalcortex.L,Left;R,right.
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occipital areas. The time courses and scat-
ter plots for the occipital channels can be
seen in the bottom two rows of Figure 12.
Attention distinctly prolonged and en-
hanced alpha and beta suppression over
bilateraloccipitalcortex,withanemphasis
over the hemisphere contralateral to the
stimulation side. Statistical comparisons
for the effect of attention were computed
for the following time–frequency-win-
dows:(1)betaband:13.5–26.5Hz,0.1–0.4
s (same as for somatosensory system), re-
sulting in a statistically significant reduc-
tion of beta power in the attended com-
pared with the nonattended condition for
both hands (t  2.16, p 	 0.05; t 
3.33, p 	 0.01, for right and left hand,
respectively); (2) alpha band: 7.5–12.5 Hz,
0.2–0.6 s, resulting in a statistically signif-
icant reduction of alpha power in the at-
tended compared with the nonattended
condition for both hands (t  2.96 and
t  3.23, p 	 0.01, for right and left
hand, respectively).
Sourceanalysis(Fig.15)showsthatthe
attentional suppression includes occipital
areas more inferior than those involved in
the stimulus-induced suppression. The
source reconstruction did not reveal a
clear lateralization of the effect, although
that was statistically significant in the sen-
sor data. Rather, it showed a bias toward
the left hemisphere, independent of the
side of stimulation.
To summarize, using mechanical stim-
ulation and MEG recordings, we obtained
physiologically meaningful brain re-
sponsesthatareconsistentwiththeknown
anatomical locations for both evoked
fieldsandthemuandbetasuppression(or
event-relateddesynchronization).Attend-
ing to tactile stimuli strongly and consis-
tently enhances gamma oscillations in the
high-frequency range while not modulat-
ing (or modulating only slightly) the sup-
pressive effects of tactile stimulation on
low-frequency activity in somatosensory
areas. In contrast, there is a strong and
consistent attentional deepening of alpha
andbetasuppressionoveroccipitalcortex.Furthermore,attend-
ing to a finger also has a late effect and suppresses the bilateral
beta rebound particularly over contralateral somatosensory
cortex.
Discussion
We investigated the effects of tactile stimulation and spatial-
selective tactile attention on oscillatory neuronal activity in
humans.Wefoundanearlystimulus-induced,butnotstimulus-
locked, gamma-band response (60–95 Hz). The onset latency,
the strong contralateral dominance, and the source reconstruc-
tion strongly suggest an origin in primary somatosensory cortex.
This is consistent with other recent studies that have reported
gamma-band activity in the human primary somatosensory cor-
tex recorded with MEG (Hirata et al., 2002; Gaetz and Cheyne,
2003; Ihara et al., 2003). Those previous studies, however, used
electrical median nerve stimulation in contrast to mechanical
stimulation as used here. MEG and EEG activity to electrical
stimulihavedifferentcharacteristics,suchasthepresenceofvery
short latency responses in early somatosensory areas (e.g.,
N20m–P35) (Simo ˜es et al., 2003) that are absent in our data and
those of others using mechanical stimulation of the skin (Simo ˜es
et al., 2001; Braun et al., 2002).
We found that stimulus-induced gamma-band activity in so-
matosensory cortex is strongly enhanced and prolonged by spa-
tial tactile attention. Source reconstruction revealed colocaliza-
Figure12. Leftcolumn,Timecoursesofthestimulation-inducedpowerchangesfordifferentfrequencybandsinthegroupof
channels(contralateraltostimulation)asindicatedinFigures4,6,and9separatelyforright-andleft-handstimulation.Right
column,Scatterplotsshowingindividualsubjects’dataofstimulation-inducedpowerchangesintherespectivefrequencybands
forunattendedandattendedstimuliasmeasuredoverthedepictedchannelsandtime–frequencywindows(seeFigs.4,6,9).
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stimulation in contralateral S1. This result is in contrast to find-
ings from other electrophysiological studies assessing spike rates
orevent-relatedpotentials/fieldsthathavegenerallyfoundatten-
tional effects to be stronger in S2 and rather weak or absent in S1
(Burton and Sinclair, 2000a; Hoechstetter et al., 2000) (but see
Braun et al., 2002). However, functional imaging studies, relying
on hemodynamic signals, did reveal attention effects in S1 (for
review, see Burton and Sinclair, 2000b). It is by now well estab-
lished that the hemodynamic response is more tightly correlated
with synchronized gamma-band activity than with neuronal fir-
ingrates(Logothetisetal.,2001;Niessingetal.,2005).Therefore,
one possible explanation for the apparently conflicting results
from the different approaches is that attention synchronizes
gamma-band oscillations in primary somatosensory cortex,
whichtranslatesintoenhancedspikingactivityatlaterprocessing
stages.WewillfurtherdiscussthispointattheendofDiscussion.
Theattentionalenhancementinthisstudycommenced100
ms and lasted until 500 ms after stimulus onset. The effect was
foundinthedataofeightofninesubjects,andthetimecoursesof
gamma-band activity were highly overlapping for stimulation of
either hand. Among the early responses in the somatosensory
system, the attentional effect on the induced gamma-band activ-
ity was stronger and more consistent than attentional effects on
oscillatory activity in other frequency bands or on stimulus-
locked components. This suggests that gamma-band oscillations
play an important functional role in the early stages of the so-
matosensory system for processing behaviorally relevant stimuli.
We hypothesize that gamma-band synchronization in primary
somatosensory cortex is instrumental in communicating with
higher somatosensory areas.
Althoughtactilestimulationinducedgamma-bandactivity,it
also led to the well known suppression of the somatosensory mu
(
8–15 Hz) and beta (
15–25 Hz) activity (Crone et al., 1998;
Pfurtscheller et al., 2002) and the subsequent beta rebound
(
15–25 Hz) (van Burik and Pfurtscheller, 1999). Consistent
with some of the previous studies, mu and beta suppression are
widespread in both their spectral distribution (ranging from 7 to
40 Hz) and spatial distribution, peaking over somatosensory/
sensorimotorcortexcontralateraltothestimulatedhandbutalso
reaching to ipsilateral sensorimotor cortex and bilateral parietal
andoccipitalregions.Stimulus-inducedmodulationsofmu-and
beta-bandactivitywereofveryhighsignal-to-noiseratio.Never-
theless, there was no significant modulation of the somatosen-
sory mu and beta suppression with spatial-selective attention.
This suggests that the respective desynchronization phenomena
arenotdirectlyinvolvedinthemechanismsunderlyingtheatten-
tional selection of behaviorally relevant stimulus information.
Rather, they appear to reflect an automatic response of the sen-
sorimotor circuit to afferent stimulation that occurs indepen-
dentlyofprocessingdemands.Incontrast,therewasasignificant
reduction of the beta rebound with spatial-selective attention.
This attentional effect started 500 ms after onset of the nontar-
getstimuli,whereastheaveragereactiontimetothetargetstimuli
was in the order of 510 ms. Therefore, a direct functional role of
the attentional modulation of the beta rebound for sensory pro-
cessingordecisionmakinginthesomatosensorysystemhastobe
considered unlikely.
An interesting attentional effect was found for the occipital
alpha-band(7.5–12.5Hz)andbeta-band(13.5–26.5Hz)activity.
Attended tactile stimuli resulted in a deeper and longer-lasting
suppression of occipital alpha and beta-band activity than unat-
tended tactile stimuli (Eimer, 2000; Worden et al., 2001; Kennett
et al., 2003). Furthermore, tactile stimulation did not only alter
ongoingoscillatoryactivityinoccipitalcortexbutalsoresultedin
stimulus-locked activation over occipital cortex. Evoked fields
showed a clear spatial peak over medial occipital cortex, with an
onset latency of 350 ms. There was no consistent attentional
modulation of this component, in contrast to the strong atten-
tional modulation of the stimulus-induced occipital alpha and
beta suppression. This suggests different functional mechanisms
behind those two processes.
Figure13. Sourceanalysisoftheeffectofattentionongamma-bandactivity.Attentionto
theleftfingerresultedinenhancedgamma-bandactivityinrightsomatosensorycortex(left)
andviceversa(right).L,Left;R,right.
Figure14. Sourceanalysisoftheeffectofattentiononthebetarebound.Attentiontothe
leftfingerresultedinareducedbetareboundinrightsensorimotorcortex(left)andviceversa
(right).L,Left;R,right.
Figure 15. Source analysis of the effect of attention on alpha suppression. Stimulation of
eitherfingerresultedinbilateralsuppressionofalphaoscillationsinparieto-occipitalandoc-
cipitalcortex.
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ulationcanactivatevariouspartsofvisualcortexinblind(Sadato
etal.,1996)andnormallysighted(Zangaladzeetal.,1999;Amedi
etal.,2002)humansubjects.Inprinciple,thismightberelatedto
direct input from heteromodal areas (Falchier et al., 2002; Schr-
oederandFoxe,2002)ortomechanismsunderlyingvisualimag-
ery that are not yet fully understood (Zhang et al., 2004). The
tactile evoked fields that we found over occipital areas showed a
lateonset.Wethereforeconsideritunlikelythattheywereattrib-
utable to direct input from early somatosensory areas.
One potential concern is that physical stimulation might not
have been identical for the two attention conditions because at-
tention might have invoked motor programs to optimize haptic
sensing. For example, subjects might have made exploratory
movements or pushed the attended finger slightly stronger onto
the Braille cells than the unattended finger. For several reasons,
we are convinced that this is not the case. First, stimulation was
veryshort,lastingonly35msandtherebyexcludedthepossibility
thatsubjectsengagedinactiveexplorationofthestimuli.Second,
the time courses of gamma-band activity and evoked fields are
identical in the two attention conditions until 100 ms after
stimulus. Third, pushing stronger on the attended side does not
seemtobeagoodstrategybecausetheBraillestimulatorsuseonly
weak forces to drive the pins and are designed to give optimal
sensation when the finger is resting relaxed on them. The pins
give a diminished tactile sensation when pushed on or when the
finger is lifted off from them. Thus, we can almost certainly rule
outthatdifferencesinphysicalstimulationaccountfortheatten-
tional effects reported here.
Themechanismsunderlyingtheobservedattentioneffectsare
still unknown, and we can only speculate at this point. Neuronal
networks have typically been found to show enhanced gamma-
band activity during activation (Tiesinga et al., 2001; Cunning-
ham et al., 2003). Thus, the attentional enhancement of gamma-
band activity observed here might be attributable to excitatory
inputfrom,forexample,afrontoparietalnetworkresponsiblefor
theallocationofspatialattention(CorbettaandShulman,1998).
Alternatively or in addition, top-down input might act through
neuromodulators.Acetylcholineseemstosupportthegeneration
of local gamma-frequency synchronization (Munk et al., 1996;
Fellousetal.,2001;Rodriguezetal.,2004)andalsothepropensity
of neurons to be entrained by rhythmic input (Schreiber et al.,
2004). Such modulatory input might be of corticocortical or
subcortico-cortical nature, but it would have to possess at least a
crude spatial selectivity to explain the present results. There
might also be top-down input to the neurons processing the un-
attendedstimulus.Thisinputmightactivatelocalinhibitorynet-
works to decrease the activation of those neurons. Increased ac-
tivation of inhibitory networks leads to enhanced beta-band
synchronization (Jensen et al., 2005).
The effect of selective attention on stimulus-related gamma-
band activity was mainly restricted to somatosensory cortex.
Manypreviousstudieshavereportedtheactivationofotherareas
during the performance of attention tasks, in particular areas of
the frontoparietal attention network (Corbetta and Shulman,
1998). Those different findings are fully compatible with each
other. The attention network is typically activated during cue
processing and during the allocation of attention (Giesbrecht et
al., 2003). In our paradigm, the investigation of this network
would have required the comparison between task-related activ-
ityandaprecuebaseline.Rather,wefocusedhereontheeffectsof
selective attention on stimulus-related activity. To this end, we
performed direct comparisons between the two attention condi-
tions for time–frequency windows with the strongest stimulus-
related activations. The analysis of oscillatory synchronization in
the attention network and its interaction with oscillatory syn-
chronization in sensory areas is of great interest but goes beyond
the scope of this study.
Tosummarize,spatial-selectivetactileattentionenhancesand
prolongsgamma-bandactivityinprimarysomatosensorycortex.
This will likely enhance the impact of the activated neurons on
their postsynaptic targets, e.g., in secondary somatosensory cor-
tex (Salinas and Sejnowski, 2001; Fries, 2005). Intracellular re-
cordings in visual cortex in vivo have revealed recently that
postsynaptic target neurons primarily respond to rapid fluctua-
tions in their synaptic input (Azouz and Gray, 2003). Thus, a
neuronalgroupprovidinginputmayenhanceitsimpactthrough
either synchronizing spikes in the gamma band or producing
morespikesinthegammaband.Inbothcases,theMEGpowerin
thegammabandwouldbeenhanced.Investigationsusingmicro-
electrode recordings of spikes and local field potentials showed
thatlocalfieldpotentialpowercanbeenhancedintheabsenceof
changes in firing rates but the presence of changes in local syn-
chronization (Fries et al., 2001b). Increases in gamma-band ac-
tivity in S1 will likely lead to generally increased activation of S2
and thereby might explain some of the attentional effects found
inS2.Furthermore,itisconceivablethatattentiongenerallyren-
dersthereciprocalinformationexchangebetweendifferentparts
of the neural network, such as S1 and S2, more effective through
a stronger oscillatory coupling (Fries, 2005; Schoffelen et al.,
2005). These questions will be explicitly addressed in future
experiments.
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